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We work with a few assumptions



XILLVER: Assumptions & Issues

Simplistic geometry

Constant density vs. Atmosphere structure

Super-Solar Fe abundances

High Density Effects

Incidence angle for the Illumination

Time Independent Photo-ioinization



XILLVER: Simplistic Geometry

XILLVER in a Nutshell
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Solve Radiation Transfer equation in 1D, plane-parallel geometry

Solve ionization balance using XSTAR (Kallman+Bautista10)

Calculations include the most recent and complete atomic data for K-shell transitions

Compton scattering is included via a convolution kernel
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- Solves the Radiation Transfer equation for every energy, angle, and optical depth
- This requires large number of iterations (~ Tau_max^2)
- Solves the ionization balance using the XSTAR routines —> More iterations!
- Includes the most complete and updated atomic data for inner-shell transitions
- Includes Comptonization within the disk —> CPU intensive



XILLVER: Atmosphere Structure
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Figure 6: XILLVER calculations of the unblurred reflection spectra from a constant density (n = 10
15 cm�3) slab (red), compared with a similar

calculation where a non-uniform density profile is assumed (as shown in the right-bottom panel), such as the one that characterizes an hydrostatic
atmosphere. The main effect is seen in the temperature profiles (left-bottom). The hydrostatic calculation predicts a much hotter region at the
surface of the atmosphere (small optical depth), which tends to Comptonize and dilute the spectral lines formed at much deeper regions.

minosity Lx, located on the rotation axis at a dis-
tance h above a BH with spin parameter a⇤, accret-
ing at a rate Ṁ (Figure 7, left). The trajectories of
the photons leaving the primary source will be com-
puted in a fully relativistic framework, where light
bending effects are accounted for.

As a first approximation, the density profile n(r)
in the disk can be assumed to follow the standard
↵-disk model (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). I will also
consider a more realistic scenario by implementing
the predictions for the disk structure derived from
current global MHD simulations (Penna et al. 2010,
2012; Sadowski et al. 2014). By combining a 3D
general relativistic MHD algorithm with current re-
flection models, we will begin constructing a unified
picture of accretion onto BHs.

3. Summary
This proposal seeks to significantly expand our

understanding on the physics of BHs and the behav-
ior of accretion disks in strong gravity. A program of
this scope will transform our understanding of both
stellar-mass and supermassive BHs, as it will have a
significant impact on the way reflection models are
employed in measuring their spins.

The science described in this proposal is inti-
mately related with the research currently carried
out by the group of Prof. Wilms at the Dr. Remeis Ob-
servatory in Bamberg. While data analysis and the
implementation of the models can be carried out via
email correspondence, the theoretical work needed
for the expansion of the reflection models requires a
close collaboration. Extended visits to the Bamberg
group under a von Humboldt Fellowship would pro-
vide the optimal conditions to enhance even further
our current scientific projects. Based on their lenght
and complexity, I plan to work on the taks described
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 during an initial visit of 4
months. The science described in Sections 2.3 and
2.4 will be covered in two subsequent visits of 4
months each, respectively.

The work described herein is at the cutting edge
of the scientific research developed at the Dr. Remeis
Observatory in Bamberg, and it will have a signifi-
cant impact on the science derived from the upcom-
ing X-ray missions Astro-H and Athena. The theoreti-
cal and observational aspects of this project can also
foster collaborations with other scientists and stu-
dents in Bamberg. Prof. Wilms’ group at The Dr. Re-
meis Observatory is ideally matched to my research
aims, with whom I have developed a succesful col-
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Density structure affects the 
ionization balance

Temperature transition is 
sharper and more extreme

The reflected spectrum is more 
ionized and Comptonized 
(Nayakshin & Kallman 2001)

Reduces the reflection fraction 
(Ballantyne et al.  2001)

These models would require 
even larger Fe abundance!

But remember: reflection occurs in a very small layer at the surface (tau~10), 
so constant density in the vertical direction should be a good approximation.



XILLVER: Cold Reflection in IC 4329A
Angle-dependent XILLVER: Cold Reflection in IC 4329A
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Ratio plot to a 
Power-law Model

Brenneman et al. (2013)



Angle-dependent XILLVER: Cold Reflection in IC 4329A
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XILLVER: Cold Reflection in IC 4329A

Ratio plot to a 
Power-law + XSTAR 

Model

Brenneman et al. (2013)



Angle-dependent XILLVER: Cold Reflection in IC 4329A
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XILLVER: Cold Reflection in IC 4329A

Ratio plot to a  

Power-law + XSTAR + XILLVER 
Model

Brenneman et al. (2013)



Relativistic effects also need to 
be accounted for!



3 Emission from a Thin Accretion Disk
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Fig. 3.4: Same as Fig. 3.2, but showing the energy shifts of the photons for an inclination of
80◦. The color scheme reflects the direction of the energy shift, i.e., red illustrates a shift to
lower energies and blue a shift to higher energies, respectively. Note how the light bending
serves to virtually flip the disk behind the black hole upwards.

The energy shift due to Doppler effect is expected to be larger in the case of high inclinations,
as the projected velocity of the particles in the disk is higher. And indeed, the maximal energy
shifts are gmax(40◦) ≈ 1.1 and gmax(80◦) ≈ 1.4. Note that the absolute values of the energy
shift do not coincide with the pure Doppler shift, but gravitational redshift and other spin
dependent effects contribute, too. Nevertheless, the change in energy shift with inclination
can be compared, as the other effects named above do not depend on the angle. In fact, the
gravitational redshift gets extremely strong close to the black hole. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2
and Fig. 3.4, no blue-shifted photons are observed from the very inner part of the accretion
disk, despite the relativistic movement of the emitting particles towards the observer.

The other interesting parameter characterizing a photon when emitted from the disk, is the
emission angle θe (see Eq. 3.10 for a definition). Figure 3.5 shows θe for inclinations of θo = 40◦

and θo = 80◦. The shape of the disk itself does not deviate from Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4, as the
photon trajectories stay the same. Hence, we will only concentrate on the effects of the viewing
angle on θe. For both inclinations, the emission angle converges towards θo at sufficiently
large distances from the black hole. This behavior is good, as θe ≈ θo implies that the photon
flies on a straight trajectory to the observer. Especially for θo = 40◦, slight differences at larger
distances are visible between the left and the right part, because of the rotation of the accretion
disk. The rotation plays a role here, as θe is measured in the rest frame of the disk and hence
also depends of the motion of the particle with respect to the observer. Looking at the zoomed
images in Fig. 3.5, the profile varies more strongly close to the black hole and the angle takes
almost all values between 0◦ and 90◦. In greater detail, θe is much lower than the inclination
for photons emitted behind the black hole, as light bending affects the photon trajectories in
this case most. Even for θo = 80◦, the emission angle gets close to 0◦ for a small part of the
disk. Again due to the rotation of the disk and also the rotation of the black hole, this effect is

28

The relxill model: Combines ionized 
reflection spectra from xillver (Garcia & 
Kallman 2010), with the relativistic blurring code 
relline (Dauser et al. 2010) 

Model parameters:

Black hole spin
Disk's inner edge
inclination
Emissivity index

Reflection fraction
Photon index
High energy cutoff
Iron abundance

Modeling Relativistic Reflection

García et al. (2014)



Coronal Emission

Distant Reflection

Relativistic Reflection
Disk Emission



Constraining Physical Quantities
Black Hole Spin Coronal Height

Inclination Iron Abundance



Constraining Physical Quantities
Black Hole Spin Coronal Height

Inclination Iron Abundance



Assumes Rin = Risco to measure spins.

Can’t fit both Rin and spin (can we?)

Emissivity profile: what’s the right shape?

Lamppost Geometry

Degeneracies: incl. vs spin, Afe vs spin, etc.

Single ionization vs. gradients

Incidence Angle in GR

Connection with accretion disk models

RELXILL: Assumptions & Issues



What’s the right shape?
Should we be following Wilkins et al? i.e., Measuring the 
emissivity profile from the observations

RELXILL: Emissivity Profile

1272 D. R. Wilkins and A. C. Fabian

Figure 3. Fit to the iron Kα edge (3–10 keV) of 1H 0707-495 with the
disc reflection considered as the sum of components from successive radii.
χ2/DoF = 255.48/227 = 1.1255.

towards these radii, so fitting to the restricted 3–5 keV range will
give better detail of the inner regions of the disc. The emissivity
profile determined from the results of this restricted fit is shown in
Fig. 4(b).

From the above fits, a steep emissivity profile is apparent in the
inner regions of the disc, with the 3–10 keV fit indicating a power-
law index of 6.0 out to a radius of around 3rg and tending to a value
of around 3.3 at large radius.

In the 3–10 keV fit, the points in the region 4–20rg are miss-
ing, with the best-fitting values to these normalizations being zero.
However the 1σ error limits on these points are very large (on the
arbitrary scale in Fig. 4a, these points could be as high as 10−6),
showing that the photon counts from this region of the disc are
poorly constrained by these data. This is most likely due to the
χ 2 statistic in a fit over this energy range being dominated by the

line flux from the outer regions of the disc which is much greater
than that received from the inner region. The line profiles from the
innermost regions out to 4rg account for the shape of the line at low
energy (and have a relatively high photon count due to the appar-
ent steepness of the emissivity profile). Once these contributions
and those from the outer disc are accounted for, the 4–20rg region
corresponding to the middle band of the emission line is not well
constrained. This is remedied in the 3–5 keV fit where the outer
region of the disc (outside 20rg) which dominated the line flux is
removed and more detail of the inner disc is seen.

The fit in the region 3–5 keV steepens the index of the emissivity
profile to around 7.8 out to a radius of 5rg. This fit also indicates
a flattening of the emissivity profile in the region 5–30rg to an
index between 0 and 1; however, the error bars in this region are
large and these points do not appear in the 3–10 keV fit because the
contributions from these regions lie in the middle of the line profile
so are masked by the contributions from either side. Note that in
this fit, the points in the outer disc are poorly constrained and have
large error bars because the energy range of their contributions to
the line is omitted from the fit.

The determined emissivity profile can be used to construct a
pseudo-image of the accretion flow in 1H 0707-495, showing the
reflected flux (measured in the rest frame of the disc) as a function
of position in the disc (Fig. 5).

While this analysis was completed using the KDBLURs model
which convolves the reflection spectrum with the LAOR line model
for efficiency of computation, the analysis can be completed using
other relativistic disc convolution models. One such model is the
RELCONV model of Dauser et al. (2010) which convolves the reflec-
tion spectrum with the RELLINE profile, providing finer radial binning
than the LAOR model. Using RELCONV yields very much the same re-
sult as is obtained here. A couple of further points are obtained in
the flat 5–30rg region of the emissivity profile when performing the
fit over the full 3–10 keV range consistent with the above result;

Figure 4. Emissivity profile of 1H 0707-495 recovered from fitting to the spectrum in the energy ranges (a) 3–10 keV and (b) 3–5 keV. Error bars show 1σ

confidence limits corresponding to $χ2 = 1. Lines show power-law index of 6.0 and 3.3 in (a) and 7.8 for the inner disc as well as a flat profile, for reference,
through the middle region in (b). In the 3–5 keV fit, error bars are large at radii beyond 30rg as emission in the iron Kα line from these radii is excluded from
the fit range, so the points are unconstrained.

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 414, 1269–1277
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C© 2011 RAS
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3.1 Testing the method

It is not immediately obvious that a given emissivity profile will
lead to a unique form of the observed spectrum, particularly once
folded through the response function of a real X-ray detector, since
the contributions to the line from different radii are not, strictly
speaking, orthogonal functions. Before applying the method to real
data, it is therefore important to carry out preliminary tests, applying
it to synthetic spectra whose emissivity profiles are known and
checking that these profiles can be recovered correctly.

This method has been applied to synthetic spectra in which line
profiles with known emissivity profiles, formed from the LAOR emis-
sion line model, were folded through the response matrix of the
EPIC pn detector on board XMM–Newton, using the fakeit com-
mand in XSPEC to simulate the spectra that would be observed if
sources emitting such lines were observed with this instrument.
Synthetic spectra were calculated for an exposure time of 300 ks
and the incident flux in the emission line was normalized to unity,
since here we are interested only in the overall shape of the line
spectra with no background. The response matrix of the detector
maps only incident energies on to detector channels. It is indepen-
dent of the incident flux which will just provide an overall scaling
that is irrelevant here since we are interested in whether the contri-
butions from successive annuli can be recovered from the overall
shape of the spectrum.

A variety of line profiles were tested, with single power-law
emissivity profiles with indices ranging from 2.0 to 6.0. In ad-
dition to this, once-broken power-law profiles were tested (these
model line spectra are created using the LAOR2 variant of the model).
It can be seen from Fig. 2 that these profiles were successfully
recovered.

Scatter at larger radius appears where the radial step is finer than
the binning used in the LAOR line model where the transfer function
is evaluated. As a result, the line profiles from neighbouring radii in
the same bin are essentially the same. They cannot be distinguished
in the fit, leading to multiple points with essentially equal weighting
rather than following the true emissivity profile as illustrated in
Fig. 2(c). This scatter is reduced when the radial interval in the fit
is chosen to coincide with the radial binning of the LAOR transfer
function.

Table 1. Values of frozen model parameters used in emissivity profile
determination.

Component Parameter Value

Power law (PLC) Photon index, ! 3.09
Photon count, norm 1.50 × 10−3

KDBLUR (RDC) Inclination, i 53.96◦

REFLIONX (RDC) Photon index, ! = power law:!
Iron abundance/solar 8.88
Ionization parameter, ξ 53.44
Redshift, z 4.10 × 10−2

4 EM I S S I V I T Y P RO F I L E O F 1 H 0 7 0 7 - 4 9 5

The emissivity profile of the accretion disc in this Narrow Line
Seyfert 1 galaxy was determined using the above method applied to
the spectrum obtained using the EPIC pn detector on board XMM–
Newton during four consecutive orbits with an exposure time of
500 ks (Zoghbi et al. 2010). The values of the frozen parameters (i.e.
those other than the photon counts from the reflection components)
were taken from the best-fitting model of Zoghbi et al. (2010) and
are shown in Table 1.

The normalizations of the reflection components were initially fit
in the energy range 3–10 keV, which encompasses the entire iron
Kα line. The resulting fit is shown in Fig. 3 and gives χ 2/DoF =
255.48/227 = 1.1255, indicating that the model describes the data
well and that there are no significant components other than the
power-law continuum and reflection from the disc contributing to
the spectrum in this energy range.

The emissivity profile found from this fit by dividing the best-
fitting REFLIONX normalizations by the projected areas of the
annuli is shown in Fig. 4(a).

The model was also fit to the spectrum in the restricted energy
range 3–5 keV. This energy range includes contributions to the
6.4 keV emission line from regions of the disc out to 20rg; however,
contributions to the line emitted from radii beyond this are mostly
excluded, with only their redshifted wings included. Since the ma-
jority of the line flux is in the energy range above this and originates
from the outer disc, the fit over the full line will be weighted heavily

Figure 2. Recovered emissivity profiles from synthetic spectra to test the method, each consisting of a single emission line with (a) a single power-
law emissivity profile, index 3 and (b) a once-broken power-law emissivity profile, indices 6 and 2 with the break at a radius of 5rg. (c) is for the
same profile as (b) but illustrates the scatter that occurs in regions where the radial points are more finely spaced than the radial bins in the LAOR

model.

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 414, 1269–1277
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C© 2011 RAS

Wilkins & Fabian (2011)

Theoretical 1H 0707-495Theoretical



It can be more complicated: 

Double broken power-law?   Lamppost?

RELXILL: Emissivity Profile
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Figure 7: (Left) Schematic drawing of coronal geometry. The primary source of photons (blue) is compact and located on the rotational axis of
the BH, and emits photons (red) which hit the accretion disk. The ionization parameter ⇠ is expected to vary along r. (Right) Emissivity index q
of the incident radiation for a given height h of the primary source. The radius is given in units of gravitational radii rg = GM/c2. Note that the
black line matches the standard profile for a corona, i.e., ✏(r) = r�3, at large r.

laboration for the past 3 years, and where I am sure
my science will continue to thrive as a von Humboldt
Fellow.
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Dauser et al. (2013)

X-ray reflection emissivity profiles in AGN 1293

Figure 14. The effect of reflected radiation returning to the accretion disc to
be reflected again on the overall emissivity profile. The emissivity profiles
due to the primary X-ray source and returning X-rays are shown as red
crosses and green diamonds, respectively, and the overall profile (the sum of
these contributions) is shown as black points. Returning radiation has little
effect on the overall emissivity profile.

Wilkins & Fabian (2011), considering the relativistically broadened
iron K line (whose rest-frame energy is 6.4 keV) to be composed of
the sum of independent relativistically blurred emission-line com-
ponents from successive annuli in the accretion disc and fitting for
the relative contributions of these.

The accretion disc was found to have an emissivity profile ap-
proximated by a twice-broken power law, with a steep index of 7.8
over the innermost parts then flattening to almost constant emis-
sivity (index zero) between 5.6rg and 34.8rg before tending to a
constant index 3.3 over the outer parts of the disc (Fig. 15).

Fabian et al. (2009) and Zoghbi et al. (2010) report reverber-
ation time lags of around 30 s where variability in the reflection-
dominated component of the spectrum is seen to respond to that
in the power-law continuum after a time lag due to the finite light
travel time from the primary X-ray source to the reflecting accretion
disc. If the mass of the black hole is taken to be 3 × 106 M", as
quoted in the literature (see e.g. Zhou & Wang 2005), this implies
that a significant portion of the observed X-rays originates from a
source located within 2rg of the reflector.

Comparing the observed emissivity profile to the theoretical emis-
sivity profiles computed for a variety of source locations and ge-
ometries while applying the constraint that the source is as close to
the disc as 2rg implies that the source is located at a low height close
to the disc plane while extending radially outwards to between 25
and 35rg to account for the location of the outermost break point in
the emissivity profile. A theoretical emissivity profile for a disc of
emission between 2rg and 10rg above the disc, extending radially
outwards to 30rg with constant luminosity throughout its extent, is
shown in Fig. 15, where letting the source region extend to greater
heights serves to flatten the middle section of the emissivity pro-
file. To account for the 30-s reverberation signal, it is likely that the
source will be more luminous in the lower regions closer to the disc;
however, this is also accounted for in the fact that a larger fraction
of the primary emission will reach the disc from lower sources than
those further from the disc, as can be seen in Fig. 4, although a fully
relativistic treatment of reflection time lags is required to quantify
this fully and will be explored in future work.

/

Figure 15. (a) Emissivity profile determined for X-ray reflection from the
accretion disc in 1H 0707−495 in 2008 January by fitting for the rela-
tive contributions of components of the relativistically broadened iron K
emission line from successive radii in the disc (Wilkins & Fabian 2011),
compared with (b) a theoretical emissivity profile due to an extended X-ray
source extending radially outwards to 30rg and between 2 and 10rg above
the plane of the accretion disc.

The only notable discrepancy between theoretical models and
the observed emissivity profile of 1H 0707−495 is the extent of the
inner region over which the profile is steepened, where fitting to the
profile of the iron K emission line shows the power-law emissivity
profile to break from the steep inner index to the flat region around
a radius of 5rg, while the theoretical models produce emissivity
profiles falling off steeply over the inner around 3rg before the
power-law index gradually reduces to the flat region. In the observed
spectra from which the emissivity profile of 1H 0707−495 was
determined, relatively little flux is in the redshifted wing of the
emission line since this originates from the innermost regions of the
accretion disc closest to the black hole which subtends the smallest
solid angle at the observer (not least because many of the rays
reflected form this part of the disc will fall into the black hole). As
such, the emissivity determined for this region is an upper limit,
since to a certain degree, the emission from the inner parts of the
disc can be increased with little effect seen by the observer as the
excess photons fall into the black hole and are not observed. From
the confidence limits on these contributions to the emission line,
however, it is clear that some steepening of the emissivity profile is
required to explain the broadened line profile in agreement with the
theoretical calculations.

C© 2012 The Authors, MNRAS 424, 1284–1296
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C© 2012 RAS

Wilkins & Fabian (2012)

1H 0707-495



Is the lamppost geometry correct? Probably no, but it 
seems to work very well in many cases!

In fact, the better the data quality, the best the lamppost 
outperforms the standard emissivity law… why?

However, the reflection fraction is typically lower than 
predicted (but see later about the incidence angles)

In my opinion, the lamppost provides a much more physical 
profile for the illumination, but it fails to predict the true 
reflection fraction because of its simplicity

RELXILL: Lamppost Geometry



RELXILL LP: Lampost Geometry
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Probe the geometry and location of the Primary Source
! low height implies enhanced irradiation of the inner parts

radially extended sources are also possible ! Jets
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Diagnostic Tool: Geometry

Probe geometry and location of the primary source
Low high implies enhanced irradiation of the inner regions



Reflection Fraction in Lampost Geometry

Accretion Disk

Rf =
FAD
F1

Fraction of the photons
that reach the disk to those
that reach infinity

Rf > 1

J. Garćıa (CfA) X-ray Reflection Models August 29th, 2014 25 / 1

Light Bending Effects 

Dauser, Garcia et al. (2014)



The Reflection Fraction

Dauser, Garcia et al. (2014)

Reflection Fraction in Lampost Geometry
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Photons from the corona 
can reach the observer, 
hit the accretion disk, or 
get lost in the black hole



The Reflection Fraction

Dauser, Garcia et al. (2014)

The reflection fraction is 
controlled by the spin, 
inner radius, and the 

height of the X-ray source

Reflection Fraction from RELXILL

Main parameters that control Rf : BH spin a, inner radius rin, and the height h of

the X-ray source.
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High-Density Effects
Models with high gas density (ne >> 1015 cm-3) produce a remarkable flux excess at 
soft energies as free-free emission becomes important.
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High-Density Effects
Models with high gas density (ne >> 1015 cm-3) produce a remarkable flux excess at 
soft energies as free-free emission becomes important.
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Can’t go any higher —> No atomic data!



Iron abundance determinations using reflection spectroscopy from publications since 
2014 tend to find a few times the Solar value! WTF? (Why The Fe?)
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The Problem of the Fe Abundance



High-density effects such as continuum lowering could have an impact in the Fe 
abundance. However, new  atomic data for high density plasmas is required!
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 Possible Link with Density Effects?



If the disk is truncated (Rin > Risco), then fitting with Rin=Risco will 
under predict the spin

Conversely, if Rin is desired, fixing spin to max (a=0.998) will estimate 
largest possible truncation

RELXILL: Spin and Inner Radius
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We can’t measure both 
spin and Rin, can we? 

Typically very loose 
constraints

Reflection on truncation and spin 3
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Figure 2. Upper panel: The solid line is the line profile for h = 30rg from
Fig. 1. The dashed line shows the effect of truncating the disc at r = 30rg.
Note that the most measurable change is relatively small and occurs be-
low 5.5 keV. Lower panel: As above but with reflection spectrum (Ross &
Fabian 2005) rather than just a line.

also applies to spin measurements, which only yield a lower limit
to the spin unless the coronal height is small so that the ISCO is
well illuminated (Dauser et al 2013). Any firm recommendation
depends on the quality of the data, and source conditions including
iron abundance, inclination and the spin itself, (Fig. 1 in Wilkins
& Fabian 2011 shows an example of the energy range relevant to
various inner disc radii). The above recommendation, h < 10rg, is
relevant to current data quality.

Note that similar results apply if the source is even a mildly
relativistic outflow, as suggested by Beloborodov (1999; see also
Malzac, Beloborodov & Poutanen 2001). Due to special relativis-
tic aberration the emission would be beamed away from the disc,
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Figure 3. Model line profiles predicted for a source height h = 3rg above
the centre of a disc truncated at rin = 1.25,3,5,10 and 30rg.

mimicking the appearance of a high source. This could well be rel-
evant to the situation when a jet develops in a source where the
coronal emission occurs from the base of that jet (Markoff, Nowak
& Wilms 2005). The location of the base of that jet may be quasi-
stationary, yet the emitting matter within the base may flow rapidly
upward. This rapid motion is of course what is relevant for the
emission pattern and disc irradiation.

Both coronal height and motion could be relevant to jetted
sources, such as the low state of black hole binaries, for example
GX339-4, and radio-loud AGN such as 3C120. Lohfink et al (2013)
find that the inner radius of the disc in 3C120 appears to change fol-
lowing a radio outburst (see also Marscher et al 2002). Possible al-
ternative interpretations are that either coronal height has increased
or the coronal material has developed an outward velocity of a few
tenths of the speed of light.

When a disc is truncated and the inner radius is well illumi-
nated then the effects of truncation can be seen in the line profile
(Fig. 3). In this extreme example the source height is only 3rg. Note
that the peak of all model lines is normalised to unity and does not
show the drop in overall reflected emission which would result from
the larger truncation radii in this example.

2.1 Simulations

The height of the X-ray source above the disc is manifest in the
emissivity profile of the accretion disc used in the computation of
the broadened line profile. If the spin of the black hole is to be
obtained by fitting to the profile of the broadened emission line,
some assumption is required as to the emissivity profile of the disc
in the model that is fit to the data.

To quantify the effect of the assumed emissivity profile, spec-
tra were simulated using a model consisting of a power-law con-
tinuum and relativistically-broadened iron Kα line resulting from
illumination by an X-ray source at different heights (3,5 and 10rg)
above the disc. (This extends the simulations shown in Dauser et
al 2013.) The emission line was modelled with the RELLINE-LP

c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Signature of disk 
truncation

Fabian et al. (2014)



Hardness-Intensity Diagram of GX 339-4

Only hard-state data are considered (i.e. HR > 0.75)
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Hard StateSoft State

The HID of GX 339-4



Reflection Signature

- Model: TBabs*powerlaw
- PCACORR applied ! 0.1% systematics (Garcı́a+14a).
- Clear reflection signatures in all the regions.
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Fe K emission line

Compton Hump

Fe absorption 
K-edge

Ratio to a power-law model shows the signatures of reflection

GX 339-4: Reflection Signatures
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GX 339-4: Detecting Geometrical Changes
These changes seem to be correlated…

For increasing luminosity, the 
disk moves inward and the 
corona cools down.

García et al. (2015)

Detecting Geometrical Changes

For increasing luminosity, the
disk’s inner edge moves inward
and the corona cools down

For a 10M� black hole, these
changes in inner-radius corre-
spond to changing from Rin =
75 km to Rin = 30 km

(Garcı́a+15)

Javier Garćıa (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA) Reflection Spectroscopy of BHB FERO 8, Sep 14, 2016 8 / 21

For a 10 solar-mass BH, these 
changes correspond to a 
differential of ~45 km!



Controversy on the Disk Truncation
Fits of the inner-disk radius disagreement up to ~2 orders of 
magnitude between different simultaneous observations
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XMM Timing Mode Vs. RXTE PCA
The XMM timing mode data shows a much narrower Fe K 
emission profile than the simultaneous RXTE data
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Possibly due to calibration issues in this particular mode

GX 339-4



Connection between Rin and AFe

Fixing the Fe abundance 
to its Solar value resulted 
in poor fits with 𝟀2 ~ 10
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Connection between Rin and AFe

Fixing the Fe abundance 
to its Solar value resulted 
in poor fits with 𝟀2 ~ 10
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A total of 60 RXTE observations spanning ~1 month for ~300 ks of exposure.

The Peculiar Hard State of XTE J1752–322

A total of 60 single RXTE pointings spanning ⇠1 month for 300 ks of exposure
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The Peculiar Hard State of XTE J1752-223



In this case we also include higher energy data provided by HEXTE
XTE J1752–322: An Outstanding Hard-State Spectrum
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Two new methodologies are implemented:
1) Re-calibration of the HEXTE instruments
2) New reflection models with a Comptonization continuum

Javier Garćıa (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA) Reflection Spectroscopy of BHB FERO 8, Sep 14, 2016 14 / 21

García et al. (2016b)

XTE J1752-223: An Outstanding Hard-State Spectrum



García et al. (2016b)

XTE J1752-223: An Outstanding Hard-State Spectrum
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Similarly to GX 339-4, we find a rapidly spinning black hole (a*~0.992), also with 
super-solar iron abundance (Afe~4)

García et al. (2016b)
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RELXILL: Degeneracies



Figure 6 lower panels: spin parameter a⇤

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Estimate on spin parameter a⇤ from 5,832 100ksec simulations for a 100mCrab bright X-ray source

with 5 other fit parameters (as in Table 1) using relxilllp at two radius-dependent lamp-post emissivity

profiles. The intervals shown are dispersion amongst best-fit values at each input at 90% confidence. On an

average between simulations for a particular combination of h and Rf , fit statistic �2
⌫ . 1.01 with our binning

method and signal.

4

Figure 7 lower panels: ionization parameter log⇠

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Estimate on ionization parameter log⇠ from 5,832 100ksec simulations for a 100mCrab bright X-ray

source with fit parameters as in Table 1, plus spin a⇤, using relxilllp at two radius-dependent lamp-post

emissivity profiles. The intervals shown are dispersion amongst best-fit values at each input at 90% confidence.

On an average between simulations for a particular combination of h and Rf , fit statistic �2
⌫ . 1.01 with our

binning method and signal.

5

How well can we measure AGN black hole spin? 1935

Figure 5. Summary of the R = 5 results for the extended 2.5–70 keV fit tests. Figure details are the same for those in Fig. 2. When spectral fits are extended
up to 70 keV, parameters AFe, θ , and ξ are better constrained. However, it appears we do not improve our ability to measure a. Measurements of a continue to
be an improvement over those for the R = 1 scenario in the same bandpass.

Extending the fits up to 70 keV, constraints do improve signif-
icantly for most reflection parameters. Photon index, iron abun-
dance, and inclination are no longer overestimated. Ionization also
becomes reasonably constrained for values <200 erg cm s−1. How-
ever, fit models continue to be insensitive to emissivity index.

Comparing only the spin results from the R = 1 analysis, we
can begin to draw tentative conclusions about the robustness of
an average AGN spin measurement. Since there is no significant
improvement in parameter constraints with fit test, we continue by
looking only at fit Test A, where all key parameters are left free
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1936 K. Bonson and L. C. Gallo

Figure 6. Comparison plots of retrograde spin results for the 2–70 keV fits for R = 1 (left) and R = 5 (right). The prograde (0≤ a ≤ 0.998) model fits are
illustrated by the dotted line, with a dotted band showing 1σ uncertainties. The retrograde (−0.998 ≤ a ≤ 0.998) model fits are illustrated by the solid line,
with a striped band showing 1σ uncertainties. In both cases, allowing the lower limit of model spin to include retrograde fits clearly disrupts our ability to
constrain spin at even the highest values of a.

Figure 7. Summary of spin measurement results for Test A, placed side-by-side for visual comparison. Top left: R = 1 spectra fit from 2.5–10.0 keV. Top
right: R = 1 spectra fit from 2.5–70 keV. Bottom left: R = 5 spectra fit from 2.5–10 keV. Bottom right: R = 5 spectra fit from 2.5–70 keV. Only prograde spins
are allowed in these models. Each R-test uses the same simulated source spectra; fit conditions are modified while input parameters remain unchanged.

to vary: when considering only the standard 2.5–10 keV energy
band, spin is poorly constrained and grossly overestimated below a
∼ 0.6 (Fig. 7, top left). As mentioned above, additional reflection
parameters such as ionization and inner emissivity index are unable
to be constrained without additional information.

Extending spectral fits into the hard band up to 70 keV (Fig. 7,
top right) provides only a small improvement to spin measurements

below a ∼ 0.6, however the random error is still substantial. It
appears that the most extreme spin measurements, say a > 0.9, may
be considered sound as the range of possible ‘input’ values (i.e.
the intrinsic spin) is reasonably narrow: about 30 per cent the total
range of measurement values possible.

Once the lower limit for possible model a values is extended
and retrograde spin is allowed for in the fitting process (i.e.
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Bonson & Gallo (2016): Relatively large uncertainties in recovering fundamental parameters

Choudhury et al. (in prep.): Uncertainties are highly dependent on the initial values, proper 
spectral binning, and minimization methods!

Ionization

Ionization

Spin

Spin

Understanding the Model Systematics



RELXILL: Radial Ionization GradientsIonization Gradients
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If the lamppost model is accepted, we must then consider the possibility of large 
ionization gradients in the radial direction. 

The profile of the gradient will depend not only on the illumination (prescribed by 
the lamppost) but also on the density profile, which is not well known.
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Ionization Gradients
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A much more complex Fe K emission profile is expected —> Soft energies are also 
affected



RELXILL: Radial Ionization Gradients
But so far, no real observations have been fitted with this model (relxill_ion). It 
appears that most sources agree with a single ionization zone, which points to a very 
concentrated and focused illumination —> Extreme cases are the brightest!
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Figure 6: (left) Simple test case of the e↵ects of the ionization gradients on the reflected
spectrum. The ionization at the radius of the inner-most stable orbit (ISCO) in the disk
is log(⇠ISCO) = 3.1, and then it follows a r�0.5 for larger radii. The contribution from the
first several anulii is shown in colors (blue to yellow), while the total integrated spectrum
is shown at the top (black). (right) 100 ks simulated Chandra HEG observation in the
region of the Fe K emission line for the case of single ionization log ⇠ = 3.1 (red), and
for the ionization gradient shown in Figure 3 (blue). The line becomes broader, more
redshifted, and less intense.

This is due to the fact that Fx(r) / M�1, and in the Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) ↵-disk
model n / M�1 also. Therefore, one should be able to probe the consistency of the ↵-disk
formulae by testing this particular facet with the observational data. On the other hand,
the model provides both the direct power-law and the reflected components, meaning that
the reflection fraction R is self-consistently determined, instead of being a free parameter
to fit. Moreover, the reflection model (xillver) will be modified such that at each part
of the disk, the proper reflection spectrum according to its incident angle is chosen. The
incident angle at each radius is provided by the relativistic model (relconv). This will
provide a powerful constraint on both the inclination angle of the system and the spin of
the BH.

Figure 6 shows a simple test that demonstrates the feasibility of these calculations.
We have calculated the reflected spectrum considering an arbitrary ionization gradient
in an X-ray illuminated accretion disk. The profile is assumed to be ⇠(r) = 103.1r�1/2.
Figure 6 (left) shows the contribution from the di↵erent anulii to the total, relativistically
blurred spectrum. Figure 6 (right) shows a comparison of a 100 ks Chandra simulated
observations of single ionization versus the multiple ionization scenarios. The changes
in the Fe K emission line are significant, and easily di↵erentiated by the Chandra HEG
instruments.

The output product of the proposed research will be an analytic model for the inter-
pretation of the X-ray spectra from accreting sources. The model will have the following
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RELXILL: Incidence Angle

Almost any reflection code available today assumes 45 deg incidence for the 
illuminating photons. This typically OK except when strong GR effects!1700 T. Dauser et al.

Figure 5. (a) 2D image showing the incident angle δi of photons on the accretion disc. The spin of the black hole is a = 0.998. (b) Incident angle for the three
lines (solid, dashed, dotted) marked in subfigure (a). (c) Sample reflection spectra for different incident angles δi = 25◦ (red) and 80◦ (blue) calculated with
the XILLVER code (Garcı́a & Kallman 2010; Garcı́a, Kallman & Mushotzky 2011).

extent of the jet. As we show in this section by taking into account
both of these extensions, the line shape is significantly affected.

3.1 A moving jet base

First investigations of a moving source irradiating the accretion disc
and its implication for the Fe Kα were done by Reynolds & Fabian
(1997). Beloborodov (1999) investigated the coupling between the
moving primary source and the reflected radiation. Using general
relativistic ray tracing techniques, Fukumura & Kazanas (2007) and
Wilkins & Fabian (2012) calculated the illumination profile on the
accretion disc.

We first assume that the emitting primary point source is moving
at a constant velocity β = v/c. The most prominent effect of a
moving jet base compared to a jet base at rest is the Doppler boosting
of radiation in the direction of the moving blob, i.e. away from the
accretion disc. This boosting also means that the energy shift of
the photon between primary source and accretion disc changes with
velocity. The four-velocity is then given by

u
µ
h = ut

h

✓
1,

dr

dt
, 0, 0

◆
. (22)

The velocity β as seen by an observer at the same location in the
locally non-rotating frame (LNRF) is connected to dr/dt through

β =
e(r)
µ u

µ
h

e
(t)
ν uν

h

= r2 + a2

%

dr

dt
, (23)

where e(ν)
µ are the tetrad basis vectors for ν = t, r, θ , φ (see Bardeen

et al. 1972).
In order to calculate the trajectory of a photon emitted at an angle

δ′ from the moving source, we transform from the moving frame
to the stationary, LNRF at the same location. This means that the
photon is emitted at an angle δ in the stationary system according
to

cos δ = cos δ′ − β

1 − β cos δ′ , (24)

depending on the velocity of the source. Following e.g. Krolik
(1999), it can be easily shown that this approach implies that the

intensity observed in the stationary frame will be altered by a factor
of

D2, (25)

where D is the special relativistic Doppler factor, which is defined
in our case as

D = 1
γ (1 + β cos δ)

, (26)

with γ = 1/
�

1 − β2 being the Lorentz factor of the moving
source. Using the transformed intensity, we can now apply the
stationary calculations from Section 2.3 to the new emission angle
δ to obtain the irradiation of the accretion disc by a moving source.

Additionally, we have to calculate the proper energy shift between
the accretion disc and the moving source, with the four-velocity
given by equation (22). Similarly to equation (14) this energy shift
is given by

glp = (pd)µu
µ
d

(ph)νuν
h

= glp(β = 0)

γ

✓
1 ∓

√
(h2+a2)2−%(q2+a2)

h2+a2 β

◆ . (27)

Note that for large heights glp simplifies to its special relativistic
limit, glp = Dglp(β = 0). Using the results we already obtained for
a stationary primary source (see Section 2.3), we can finally write
down the total flux the accretion disc sees from a moving source:

Fi(r, h, β) = D2Fi(r, h,β = 0)
�
γ

✓
1 ∓

√
(h2+a2)2−%(q2+a2)

h2+a2 β

◆�)
. (28)

Fig. 6 shows the dependency of the emissivity index on the ve-
locity of the jet base. In general, the irradiating flux decreases sig-
nificantly with increasing speed of the jet base, as the photons are
boosted away from the black hole (Fig. 6a).

Comparing the shape of the emissivity profiles for a moving
jet base (Fig. 6b), the intermediate region of the accretion disc
(3–100 rg) experiences an increase of irradiation with increasing
velocity of the jet base. On the other hand the emissivity profile
of the very inner regions of the accretion disc does not depend
on the movement of the jet. For high spin (a > 0.9) the accretion
disc extends down to these very small radii and due to the steep
emissivity most of the reflected radiation comes from there. If the
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Figure 5: (Left) 2D image of the incident angle �i of photons on the accretion disk. The BH spin is maximum (a⇤ = 0.998). (Middle) Incident
angle for the three lines (solid, dashed, dotted) marked in the left panel. (Right) Reflection spectra for different incident angles (as indicated),
calculated with the XILLVER code (García & Kallman 2010; Dauser et al. 2013).

els (see also Rozanska & Czerny 1996; Nayakshin
& Kallman 2001; Ballantyne et al. 2001; Dumont
et al. 2002; Ross & Fabian 2007; Różańska & Madej
2008). As a central feature of this project, I
will calculate the reflection from atmospheres in
hydrostatic equilibrium using my code XILLVER,
where the gas density is self-consistently regu-
lated at each point in the slab. I will evaluate the
impact of this on the reflected spectra and the
implications for fitting observational data.

A simple test of the different predictions from a
constant density versus an hydrostatic atmosphere
is shown in Figure 6. The reflection spectrum is cal-
culated with the reflection code XILLVER, i.e., with-
out including any relativistic blurring. The density
is held constant, which is typically assumed while
analyzing X-ray spectra. In the other case, a non-
uniform profile is adopted, calculated for an atmo-
sphere in hydrostatic equilibrium. Because the den-
sity is several orders of magnitude lower at the sur-
face, the hydrostatic atmosphere predicts a very hot
and Comptonized layer sitting on top. The atomic
features produced in the colder regions deep in the
disk will suffer a larger electron scattering which di-
lutes the narrow reflection signatures.

Local shearing box MHD simulations can have
high enough resolution to resolve the vertical struc-
tures of the disk, particularly near the photosphere.
This region is dominated by magnetic pressure.
When surface density is small enough, dissipation
occurs locally in the optically thin region, which can
also produce a hot corona (Jiang et al. 2014). By
directly implementing the predicted density profile

into the reflection calculations is possible to deter-
mine if the disk’s atmosphere approximates a con-
stant density profile or a hydrostatic one. This will
also allow to gauge how important these different
profiles are for the computation of observable signa-
tures.

2.4 Ionization Gradients
In all current relativistic reflection models, re-

flected radiation is assumed to emerge from the sur-
face of the disk with an emissivity profile ✏(r), where
r is the radius from the BH. This profile is typically
assumed to follow a power-law with a given index
q: ✏(r) = r�q. A canonical value of q = 3 is of-
ten used, although many observations prefer much
steeper profiles in both AGN (e.g. Wilms et al. 2001;
Fabian et al. 2002; Fabian et al. 2012; Dauser et al.
2012), and GBHs (e.g. Miller et al. 2009; Duro et al.
2011; Reis et al. 2008; Miniutti & Fabian 2004).

Moreover, current reflection models adopt the
same reflected spectrum for all radii. However,
adopting a disk emissivity law that depends on the
radius intrinsically implies that the ionization of the
atmosphere is also a function of radius. This incon-
sistency can affect the performance of our reflection
models in interpreting observational data. I will ad-
dress this limitation by constructing a complete
model that self-consistently determines the ion-
ization gradients in the radial direction of the
disk.

The illumination profile Fx(r) on the surface of
the accretion disk is prescribed by a source with lu-

m Javier García T (617) 496-7980 B javier@head.cfa.harvard.edu
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Including the incidence angle as a free parameter is expensive in terms of memory, 
i.e., XILLVER tables can grow 10 times or more… new coding is required.
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It cou l d h ave impor t an t 
implications in predicting the 
right reflection fraction, which is 
typically much lower than 
excepted (particularly in BHBs)

temperature decreases with increasing luminosity, while the
optical depth increases.

6.5. The Reflection Fraction

The reflection fraction Rf is a third parameter (in addition to
Γ and Ecut) that provides information on the structure of the
corona. In relxill, the parameter is empirically defined as
the ratio of the reflected flux to the power-law flux in the
20–40 keV band. The results of JF-I show that the reflection
fraction of the relativistically blurred component (relxill)
ranges from 0.2  Rf  0.3, decreasing modestly with
increasing luminosity (bottom-left panel, Figure 10). This trend
is surprising given that, at the same time, Rin is decreasing so
that the area of the reflector should increase. As a further
wrinkle, one expects Rf  1 based on simple arguments
(Dauser et al. 2014).

There are several scenarios that can plausibly account for
values of Rf < 1. We mention four and then discuss a new,
alternative explanation. (1) An obvious explanation is a
severely truncated disk (more specifically, a disk with
truncation radius large compared to the size of the corona).
We discard this possibility as inconsistent with the small values
we find for Rin (Section 6.3). (2) Another option is for the
corona to be continuously outflowing at relativistic speeds,
beaming the bulk of its emission away from the disk (e.g.,
Miller et al. 2015; Keck et al. 2015). While this is a possible
explanation for Rf < 1, one outcome of this scenario is a
resultant low value of the emissivity index, which is not
obviously required by our data. (3) The value of Rf may be
depressed by our assumption of a constant-density disk
atmosphere, as Ballantyne et al. (2001) have shown in their
studies of hydrostatic atmospheres. The hotter gas layer at the
surface of a hydrostatic atmosphere additionally scatters and
blurs reflection features (see also Nayakshin & Kallman 2001)
thereby diluting the reflection signal relative to a constant
density model. (4) The apparent strength of reflection features
may also be reduced by the Comptonization of these features
in an extended corona, as Wilkins & Gallo (2015) recently
proposed. However, for such a corona to be effective in
reducing Rf appreciably, it must have a large covering fraction
which may interfere with detection of blurred reflection
features from the inner disk.

We propose an alternative explanation for Rf < 1 based on
the strong dependence of the reflected spectrum on the angle at
which an illuminating photon strikes the disk. This angle
crucially determines the characteristic depth in the disk at
which the photon interacts; this in turn affects the limb-
darkening/brightening of the disk (Svoboda et al. 2009; García
et al. 2014a). A deficiency of reflionx, relxill, xillver
and other widely used reflection models is the simplifying
assumption of a fixed incidence angle of 45°. However, a larger
angle of incidence (measured with respect to the normal to the
disk plane), for example, results in a hotter surface layer and
therefore a weaker reflection signature (see Figure 5 in Dauser
et al. 2013).
To test whether the assumption of near-grazing illumination

substantially increases fitted values of Rf, we produced a new
table of xillver reflection models with a fixed incidence
angle of 85° and merged them with RELLINE to create a new
high-incidence-angle version of relxill (Section 1.2). Fit-
ting Spectra A–F as in Section 5.1 (i.e., JF-I), the fit is slightly
worse (Δχ2 = 9.71) but statistically comparable and still quite
reasonable ( 1.092D �O ). Notably, for the 85° model we find
that Rf increases with luminosity and that Rf > 1 for the three
most luminous spectra (A–C). Meanwhile, all the other
parameters are consistent with those for JF-I (Table 3).
Importantly, the Fe abundance remains unchanged.
Figure 13 compares the reflection factors computed for the

two models. The large-angle model is more in accord with
expectation, namely, the reflection fraction trends upward with
luminosity and the values at the higher luminosities (with Rin

near the ISCO and with correspondingly large reflector area)
are sensibly 1. Thus, our results qualitatively suggest that the
accretion disk in GX 339–4 is illuminated at near-grazing
angles with respect to the surface of the disk.
Within a few gravitational radii of the horizon, the extreme

bending of light rays causes photons to strike the disk over a
wide range of angles (Dauser et al. 2013; see in particular the
middle panel of their Figure 5). Given the strong dependence of
Rf on the angle of incidence, reaching firm conclusions
concerning the reflection factor will require building a new
generation of models, a task beyond the scope of this paper that
will be addressed in future work.

6.6. Ionization Parameter and Geometry

As expected, both the normalization Nr and the ionization
parameter ξ of the blurred reflection component (relxill)
increase with luminosity (Table 3; Figure 10, middle-left
panel). In particular, the ionization parameter changes from
ξ = 112.2 to ξ = 2041.7, which traces very well the ten-fold
increase in luminosity, from 1.6% LEdd to 17% LEdd. For the
strongly illuminated portion of the disk, the variations in ξ and
L deviate mildly from the simple relation ξ = L/nD2, where n
is the density of the gas (fixed at n = 1015 cm−3 for the
relxill and xillver models used here)8, and D is the
distance from the coronal source to the strongly heated portion
of the disk. Thus, D increases only modestly as the luminosity
decreases by an order of magnitude in passing from Spectrum

Figure 13. Comparison of the reflection fraction vs. luminosity for two fixed
values of the incident angle of the illuminating radiation: the 45° value (blue
points), which is widely assumed in reflection modeling, and 85° (red points),
the value we have assumed for this test.

8 The choice of gas density is relatively unimportant; it is the ionization
parameter that largely determines the properties of the reflected spectrum (see
García & Kallman 2010; García et al. 2013).
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In the case of GX 339-4, by simply changing from 45deg to 5deg incidence in the 
models, the reflection fraction increased to more expected values (Rf ~ 1) and it 
shows a more sensible trend with luminosity! (Garcia et al. 2015)

But low Rf can also be due to 
complex geometry, outflowing 
corona, disk structure, or extra 
Comptonization
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– 5 –

Fig. 1.— The φ−averaged gas density drawn from harm3d at t = 12500M , scaled to 10M! and

ṁ = 0.01 as described in the text, with several surfaces of constant optical depth overlaid.
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Fig. 8.— The black line is the Fe Kα surface brightness, averaged over the top and bottom of the

disk and over azimuth. No smoothing kernel has been applied. The red line is a power-law fit to

the region beyond r ! 7M . The fitted power-law index is −2. As in Figure 7, the dashed line

indicates the radius of the ISCO.

To understand why the decline in Fe Kα surface brightness at small radii occurs, consider

the black line in Figure 7, representing the fraction of Fe atoms in the disk at that radius and

azimuth retaining at least one electron. At smaller radii, the disk’s surface density decreases, and

the ionization parameter increases; within about 10M , the fraction of unstripped Fe begins to

decrease. Though recombination onto bare Fe nuclei still provides a fluorescence mechanism in the

highly ionized gas, the recombination rate is proportional to the unstripped Fe fraction, and so

Fe Kα emission through recombination decreases at small radii as well. In addition, as the disk

thins, its column density decreases—there are simply fewer Fe atoms to undergo fluorescence at

small radii.

Figure 7 also shows the photon flux incident upon the disk surface, integrated above 7.0 keV.

The K-edge—the photon energy required to induce Kα fluorescence—varies with Fe ionization

state, from approximately 7.1 keV for neutral Fe to 9.3 keV for H-like Fe (Kallman et al. 2004).

The fluorescence yield—the fraction of absorbed K-edge photons resulting in the production of a

Kα photon—varies with ionization state as well (Krolik & Kallman 1987), but is typically ∼ 0.5.

Kinch et al. (2016)

Connecting reflection calculations with GR-MHD models is very challenging but 
possible —> provides a physically consistent picture for accreting Ohs

Emissivity index ~2



Time-Dependent Photoionization

Garcia et al. (2013)

Typically TDP is neglected at high-densities. However, for sufficiently short times it is 
possible to see some of the effects. Any current reflection model neglects TDP. 
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